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SINCEthe successful launching on September 7th, 1911, of the hydro-aeroplane of the United States Navy, by sliding It down a wire, Mr. Curtiss has given his attention to new experiments in aviation of no less interest. On October 2nd he made a test of the stresses in the stay wires of all the panels of the main sustaining surfaces of his standard biplane, in order to compare them with the stresses, determined by computation and by graphical construction. To this end he turned the aeroplane upside down, supported it at its middle, and loaded the entire main planes with sand distributed in such manner as to produce in the guy wires the same stress as in ordinary flight. When subject to their full stress each wire was tested by means of a pair of tension tongs. These look like ordinary-blacksmith tongs except that each jaw is slitted so as to pass over the wire to be tested and grip it When the slits are closed by tightening screws. When the jaws were thus attached to a wire, the handles of the tension tongs were drawn together just enough to cause the bit of wire between the jaws to lose its stress, and slacken. The force on the long handles was then measured by a spring balance, which in fact caused them to exert the required stress, and the tension in the wire was found directly as the product of the force indicated by the spring balance multiplied by the ratio of the distances from the tongs pivot respectively to the spring balance and to the wire under test It had been previously shown by analysis and by graphic statistics, that in a biplane whose surfaces have practically a uniform running load from center to either wing tip, as may be roughly assumed to be true in ordinary usage, the stress in the outwardly and upwardly sloping stay wires of the end panels, or wing tips, 'sustain but one-fourth as much tension as the corresponding wires in the second panels from the end, while those wires which slope outwardly and downwardly sustain no material tension due to pressure on the concave side of the wings, though they may be very severely strained when the machine is jolting over rough ground. In the third section from either wing tip, known as the engine section, the tension in the guy wires and oblique stay rods is still greater, being more than five times the tension in the wires of the end panels. Though the test was made for practical rather than scientific purposes, the stresses were found to increase from .the wing ends to the engine section approximately as indicated by theory. It was observed also that each wire had a large factor of safety, ranging from about ten to thirty. Mr. Curtiss then added his weight of 150 pounds to one wing tip, while an assistant of equal weight stood on the other wing end. The stress in the wires of the second panel was then doubled. Other tests were made on the ribs of the main planes. It was noticed that they were sprung by the load of sand sufficiently to change the tension perceptibly in the fore-and-aft diagonal wires. Mr. Curtiss had a panel of the main planes placed upside down with its spars resting on trestles placed transversely to the ribs. When uniformly loaded with sand weighing ten times the usual pressure on the wings, these collapsed, due to breakage of the ribs. From these various tests it was concluded that the weakest part can endure ten times the stress it usually has to sustain ill ordinary flight. During the month of October Mr. Curtiss developed a new type of hydro-aeroplane, intended for pleasure and sociability. This has been called a “family hydro.” The machine consists of a biplane mounted directly on a single boat of unusual size, without intermediate framing, so that the lower plane rests directly on top of the boat amidships. The passengers will sit on the bow of the boat just before the lower plane. The engine will be mounted just underneath the upper plane so as to allow the propeller on its crankshaft to A plane loaded with gravel. swing freely without too near exposure to the back of the boat and the spray thrown up when the latter is skimming the water rapidly. The usual floats at the wing ends will be used to preserve the lateral balance when the vessel rests quietly on the water, or runs over its surface. The final goal is an aeroplane which can be manipulated as readily as a motor boat, which can be launched from smooth or rough water alike, and which, after a substantial voyage in the air, may be landed on earth or water with ease and security. A novel wind-tube for studies in aerodynamics was developed in the Curtiss aeroplane factory during October, 1911, and found its first application in revealing the streamlines about the wings and body of a small model of the new hydro-aeroplane. The wind-tube, which is but the model of a full-sized wind-tunnel to be •built later, is shown in the photograph. It measures six feet hi length by fifteen inches square in cross-section, and is provided with a glass door through which models can be introduced and studied in the air stream. As usual the current of air is generated by an electric motor driving a suction fan or screw at one end of the tube, while at the other end is inserted a honeycomb structure for causing the air to flow in straight lines free from swirls and eddies. The “honeycomb” in this case is a standard aeroplane radiator having cells four inches long by one-fourth inch square in cross-section. The air enters the tube through this straightener at a part of the room free from obstructions and well above the floor. As a consequence it moves in a smooth current of uniform velocity. A fine silk thread suspended in the current shows -a deviation of the stream-lines of but a small fraction of a degree to and fro from exact parallelism with the walls of the tube. The speed of the air, tested when the motor was not perfectly steady, showed a diminution of nearly two per cent across the tube at the middle of the window, when explored from mid section to within less than two inches of the walls; but in the stratum extending from the walls inwardly 1.5 inch, a considerable variation of wind speed was observable, due no doubt to skin friction on the four feet of wall between the radiator and the section in question. A cone was placed at the motor end of the tube to incase the 30-inch suction screw, and a like cone may be placed • before the radiator, if thought advisable, to improve the flow of air. This wind-tube is so simple and effective that it may be found serviceable to other aviation students who may wish to make like experiments. But of course it is desirable to have very much larger tubes, equipped with proportionately large radiators, since a small model may easily disturb the stream-lines as far as the walls of a small tube, and thus give different indications from those for freely flowing air. The radiator not only makes an efficient straightener, but also may serve to keep the air at any desired temperature, if a suitable fluid be made to course through it. This remark applies particularly to a wind-tube having • a closed circulation of air. Two methods are used by Mr. Curtiss to delineate the stream-lines of the air current flowing past any model inside the wind-tube. One is to attach a fine silk thread to a fine wire, and hold it at various points about the model; the {Continued on page 565.) The Strength of an Aeroplane (Concluded from page 551;) other is to allow streams of smoke to flow past the model. Both methods show the direction of flow at all parts of the current except where the eddies are so violent as to make the thread flutter and the smoke streams break and lose their identity. The thread is more convenient to use than the smoke, but if too long will not accurately coincide with the stream-line, owing to the effect of tension. The smoke coincides with the direction of flow at all points, and, as Prof. Marey has shown, may even indicate the velocity at all parts of the current, if the smoke-streams be emitted from nozzles vibrating at a known rate transversely to the current. In this case the smoke streams are wavy. and show by the number of waves per inch what is the speed of the current at the place of observation. The number of waves per inch can easily be counted on -a photograph of the model and of the smoke-streams surrounding it. Indeed, the velocity and direction of flow for an entire longitudinal section of the current about the model may be realized by a glance at the photograph if the smoke streams surrounding it. Indeed, the comb placed transversely to the current and vibrated lengthwise, say ten times per second, as done by Marey. Mr. Curtiss is at present trying different methods of producing distinct and clearly visible lines of smoke. At first air was sucked over the surface of ammonia in a bottle, thence over hydrochloric acid in a second bottle, thence through holes in a tube placed across the wind current. But the smoke so produced is pale and requires good lighting in a dark wind-tube to render it distinct enough for easy observation and photography. It is hoped that a simple method may be found whereby dense black smoke streams may easily be produced and led into the current. The absolute velocity of the air in the Curtiss wind-tube was found by a screw anemometer to be about 25 miles per hour at the middle of the current. The relative velocity at different parts of a section of the current was found by observing the deflection produced on a straight exploring wire, like a knitting needle, ten inches long, suspended from a horizontal wire fixed transversely to the stream. When the point of suspension of the exploring wire was moved across the tube, the suspended wire was deflected from the vertical less and less as it advanced from the mid section toward the lateral wall. The impact pressure of the air against the wire is proportional to its displacement along any longitudinal line of the current. Hence, of course, the velocity is as the square root of such displacement. In this manner the speed of 'the current was observed to decline about two per rent from midstream to within two inches of the lateral wall, as previously stated. The wind-tube and tension tongs described in this article were designed by Mr. Curtiss and Dr. Zahm, who were experimenting together. Two other contrivances were devised for finding the tension in aeroplane wires; one being an instrument for giving the pitch of the wire in vibration, the other being an ln- If you depend on the horse-and-wagon system of delivery, let us show you in dollars and cents what International Commercial Cars have done for others. They will do the same for you. If you own big motor trucks, let us show you how an International will save time, fuel, oil, and wear by doing all your light hauling. International Commercial Cars have a place in every business where prompt and efficient service is necessary. The man who uses big trucks for his heavy hauling should buy Internationals for the lighter work—making quicker trips, more prompt jeliveries, and increasing the efficiency of his delivery service. The I H C reputation for highest qual- ity insures a car that is right—a car that is simple, strong, durable, economical, and dependable. Whatever your delivery problem is—let us help you solve it. Get the facts before you take any definite step. You will be vitally interested in the information we want to place before you. Write us fully. INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA 120 Harvester Building (Incorporated) Chicago USA IDS Good ~ Housekeeping Before Subscribing for your periodicals, you should see our Catalog, containing a list of 3000 magazines and club offers, at prices that will surprise you. It-is the handsomest and most complete Magazine Guide ever published, filled with all the latest and best club offers at rates, lower than you think possible. YOU cannot afford to be without it. In ordering your magazines, be sure you use a HANSON catalog. Accept no substitute. The name HANSON stands for promptness and reliability in the magazine field. It is so acce pte d by all leading publishers. THIS CATALOG FOR 1912 is FREE for the askinl{. It will. SAVE YOU MONEY iPGF*Send us -your name and address today. We'll do the rest. J. M. HANSON MAGAZINE AGENCY Hanson Block, Lexington, Ky. FILL IN THIS COUPON AND MAIL TO US J. M. HANSON, Lexington, Ky. P/ease send me FREE of expense ,to me. this Cafa/og for 1972. |P»^P NAAIE ............................_____.- ... “........v......... Street Address or Count'l ........................... Sfafe.......•.................. 566 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN "Inventors and Inventions" A NEW BOOK JUST PUBLISHED BY H. ROBINSON 402 I I th AVE., NEW YORK. INDISPENSABLE AND INTERESTING TO EVERY INVENTOR OR PROSPECTIVE INVENTOR. PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED CLOTH BOUND, $1.00. IT TREATS AUTHORITATIVELY IN A CLEAR, POPULAR AND ENTERTAINING STYLE THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS: How to Invent. Financing a New Invention. Marketing aNew Invention. Advice to Inventors. The Glory of Invention. Pictures of Famous Inventors. Various Ways Employed to Cheat and Rob Inventors. Present Available Means of Protecting an Invention. Treatment the World accords to Them, and Other Important Subjects. NEW- WONDERFUL Standard-Gillett Safety L afffft Portable -can be placed anywhere, Brightest li 
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